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Gov. Gary Herbert said he supports lawmakers who want to change liquor laws.

New Mexico’s 17-3 second-half run downs
Aggies in the Spectrum.

The argument of the century explained.
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#WomensMarch

PHOTOS BY Sam Brown
A young protester holds a sign advocating for the continued existence of the Affordable Care Act at the women’s march in Park City on Saturday, Jan. 21.

USU’s chapter of I Am That Girl — both organi-

forts, she said.

provide intervention.

ter future for women, as well as advocate for

ored to have gone.”

the Center for Women and Gender, attended

Despain and her friends made an enormous

City on Monday, headed by Kate Kelly, who

Betsy, 15, whose outspoken and determined

women’s rights.

weekend’s snowstorm as well as heavy road

other women’s rights activists. Upwards of

dent Donald Trump’s views and statements

— normally a 45-minute drive — took two-

Organizers of the march hoped the demon-

Uber ride in order to make it through the can-

new government on their first day in office and

Despain said she participated in the march

By Melody Cook
NEWS STAFF WRITER

The capitol building in Washington D.C.

shook on Saturday morning as hundreds of

zations that aim to empower and create a betreproductive health.

thousands of activists marched in support of

effort to simply arrive at the event, braving last

The protest was largely in response to Presi-

congestion. The trip from Salt Lake to Park City

concerning women.

and-a-half hours. They even resorted to an

stration would “send a bold message to our

yon and to the event on time.

to the world that women’s rights are human

because she wanted to be part of “herstory.”

Washington website.

ple that are afraid, marginalized and not treat-

similar “sister” marches covering every state

of history,” she said. Despain recounted talking

including U.S. territories Puerto Rico and

ences while protesting. She marveled at the

Together, these marches totaled upward of 3

circumstances, they unified in support of one

“Nothing will change how I feel. I am so honAnother sister march took place in Salt Lake

founded the Ordain Women movement, and
6,000 protesters marched from the City Creek

for Monday, the first day of the 2017 Utah General Legislative Session.

Protesters wanted to make sure Congress

This massive march spurred more than 650

and reaching all corners of the United States,

to people of diverse backgrounds and experi-

Guam.

fact that, though everyone came from differing

million participants, making up the largest pro-

another.

to meet at the city courthouse. Citizens of all

mates regarding the issues.

Later, her mother casually mentioned the up-

policies regarding women. Such policies in-

coming march in Salt Lake City. Betsy jumped

gender wage gap, promoting higher education

ble with others who shared her beliefs. Betsy

for women, ensuring affordable healthcare to
women and strengthening awareness of vio-

lence against women and education on how to

at the chance to voice her opinion and assem-

began making hats and posters for the march as

she watched the weather take a turn for the
see “March” PAGE 7

Roughly 8,000 protesters attended the wom-

eryone,” she said. “Most importantly, we will do

spite snowstorms and the already-crowded

Despain and fellow marchers feared their

“Women need to come together and show

ages turned out to make their voices heard.

will not stop until they see justice served to ev-

en’s march in Park City this past Saturday, de-

it together for each other.”

streets due to the Sundance Film Festival.

rights would be jeopardized under the new
president.

When asked if she thought President Trump

with Despain’s high-school aged sister, partici-

would respond to these marches, she replied

the university’s Students for Choice club and

The president may think the protests are fool-

pated in this march. Despain is the president of

experienced some pushback from her class-

Despain, “I will march for you, and I hope that

that they will fight for their rights and that they

spain and several other USU students, along

classroom debate concerning gender issues and

A quote from one of the speakers at the march

you will march for me.”

Utah State University student Jasmine De-

about education and careers were different

regarding this coming-together rang true for

City. And roughly 50 people gathered in Logan

in response to a Tweet inviting Logan residents

She said that after moving from Wisconsin to

from her peers’ views. Betsy took part in a

While most marches took place Saturday, the

cluded educating Utah employers about the

Utah, including those in Park City and Salt Lake

always been an outspoken girl, Hixson said.

Salt Lake procession was purposefully planned

ed with love. I wanted to stand on the right side

Several women’s marches also took place in

personality inspired Hixson to attend. Betsy has

Utah, Betsy began to realize that her views

heard their voices concerning a multitude of

test in American history.

the march in Salt Lake City with her daughter,

shopping center to the state Capitol building.

“I wanted to show that I stand with the peo-

rights,” according to the Women’s March on

Michelle Hixson, a program coordinator for

with a laugh, “On Twitter, absolutely!”

ish, but she is confident in her cause and ef-

PHOTOS BY Sam Brown
A group of marchers lead chants at the Park City women’s march on Saturday, Jan. 21.
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USUSA BLOTTER
U TA H S TAT E U N I V E R S I T Y S T U D E N T A S S O C I AT I O N

Notes from the USUSA meeting on Jan. 24.
Meetings are held on Tuesdays at 5 p.m. in
the Senate Chambers located in the Taggart
Student Center, and are open to all students.

1. USUSA is working with vice president for
student affairs James Morales and the registrar’s office to possibly change the due date of
tuition.

2. Aggie Ski Day will take place Friday at Beaver Mountain. Current students and alumni
can purchase two-for-one half-day passes at
usu.edu/alumni/ski.

3. The final event of Traditions Week, a
2000s-themed dance, will be held Friday at 9
p.m. in the Taggart Student Center’s ballroom.

Herbert backs liquor change; says Trump will empower states
member has resigned.”
By Michelle L. Price
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Highlights from the governor’s speech:

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — Utah Gov. Gary Her-

bert used his annual state of the state address
Wednesday to sound a hopeful note on President Donald Trump’s administration and endorse a proposal repealing a longtime state re-

quirement that some Utah restaurants prepare

and mix alcoholic drinks behind a barrier at
least 7 feet tall.

Herbert, a Republican who didn’t vote for

Trump, said in his evening speech to state law-

makers that he attended the GOP president’s
inauguration last week and he’s hopeful Trump
and the Republican-controlled Congress will
make major changes that give the state greater

control over its education, transportation,
health care and public lands.

The governor never mentioned Trump by

name, but he did crack a joke about the resigna-

tion of a member of the Mormon Tabernacle

Choir who objected to the group’s performing at

Alcohol:

my

inauguration,

not

one

choir

Utah residents buying goods online. Utah loses new “high-skill, high-paying jobs” over the
about $150 million to $200 million in revenue

annually from unreported and uncollected in-

In the past, Herbert has said he believes Utah’s ternet sales, Herbert said. Herbert also called on

liquor laws work and are not overly burden- lawmakers to review all of Utah’s tax exemp-

next four years.
Economy:

The governor said that while Utah’s economy

some and even said those pushing to get rid of tions and tax credits to see whether they still as a whole is strong, rural areas are still strugthe alcohol mixing barriers should “give it a

make sense. He said that over the past 20 years, gling. Herbert announced he’s setting a goal of

rest.” But on Wednesday, he said he supports tax exemptions have nearly doubled and tax creating 25,000 new jobs in 25 counties not

the work of two lawmakers who want to repeal credits have more than tripled — creating more along Utah’s Wasatch Front, where most of the

the barriers, known as “Zion Curtains,” in ex- pressure to raise existing taxes to keep paying state’s population is based. Lt. Gov. Spencer
change for increasing the state markup on alco- for government services.
hol and tightening up other liquor laws. The

nickname is a reference to the Mormon church,
which instructs members to abstain from drink-

Education:

Though lawmakers this session are discussing

ing alcohol and is heavily involved in state li- and mostly rejecting a proposal by business

quor policy debates. Herbert, himself a member leaders to raise Utah’s income tax to give schools
of the church, said Wednesday: “I believe we

Cox, the state Rural Partnership Board and oth-

ers will work on the effort, Herbert said. He did
not lay out further details for the plan.
Air Quality:

Herbert said he’s concerned about Utah’s air

more money, Herbert didn’t directly mention quality, which can spike to unhealthy levels in

can do this without stigmatizing how responsi- the issue Wednesday. He instead said Utah the winter as cold air traps pollutants in the
ble adults purchase and consume alcoholic needs to invest more money into education but state’s bowl-shaped valleys. The governor said

drinks in dining establishments, and I believe that he’s concerned about altering tax policies Utah will soon get $35 million as part of a set-

we can do this without blurring the important that could hurt Utah’s economy. The governor tlement states reached with Volkswagen over an
distinction between restaurants and bars.”

Trump’s ceremony. Herbert said Wednesday

that “in spite of the choir’s decision to sing at

that online retailers are collecting sales tax from tion,” with the ambitious goal of filling 40,000

Taxes:

The governor called on lawmakers to ensure

PHOTO BY AP Photo Rick Bowmer
Utah Gov. Gary Herbert speaks during his annual state of the state address at the Utah State capitol Wednesday, Jan. 25, 2017, in Salt
Lake City. Herbert, a Republican did not vote for Trump, says he’s hopeful Trump and the Republican-controlled Congress will make major
changes that give the state greater control over its education, transportation, health care and public lands.

announced he’s creating a project called Talent emissions scandal and the state will look at

Ready Utah where businesses and schools using the funds to replace polluting diesel
would “partner with and invest in local educa- engines, among other efforts.

0
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THE AMBASSADORS
Get to know those who know all about USU
By Shelby Stoor
STUDENT LIFE SENIOR WRITER

Throughout the school year, hundreds of stu-

dents come to Utah State University to explore
the possibility of attending school here in their
f
future. The USU Ambassadors are the first stut
dents that most of these future Aggies come in
e
contact with.
r
Ambassadors have a lot of responsibilities
-when it comes to recruiting students.

d Freshman Katie Farley said although everyone

has different responsibilities, the baseline is the
same for each ambassador.

“We are required to give three special tours a

rsemester,” she said. “And then I go to my high
nschool twice a semester and do a visit. That can

ebe anything from me setting up a table at lunch
or making up a game and giving out prizes.”

Like most freshman, Farley faced some challenges her first semester at USU.
n
“One thing about being an ambassador and col-

lege in general, is that the first semester is kind
l
of rough. You’re around high achieving people
constantly,” she said. “The first month, I didn’t

really know where I stood with the ambassadors

PHOTO BY Kyle Todecheene
Jill Richardson, an Ambassador of USU, (majoring in Marketing, junior) gives a tour to a group of interested future USU college students.

and that was hard. But once I got past the point
of feeling like I had to be something I wasn’t, I

had so much fun. They picked me because I was
me, so I just had to learn to be myself.”

Farley said people will consistently ask her

three things: how to become an ambassador, if
being an ambassador is a lot of work and if she

is a True Aggie. Farley loves the opportunities
she has had at USU with the ambassadors.

“My favorite part is the people — both within

ambassadors and who you get to interact with.

There is a lot of qualities that other ambassadors

have that are amazing. I look up to so many of
them so much,” she said.

passionate about interacting with new people.

“I love meeting people,” he said. “One of my

Farley also loves the opportunity she has while

responsibilities this year as an ambassador is

“The professionals that we work with in the ad-

families come up, it’s just bright-eyed and bushy-

working with people who are not ambassadors.

missions office are really great individuals. I love

working with high schoolers and getting to talk

to them about college. Helping them discover or
realize that dream of going to college is really
special,” she said.

Chaz Lundquist is another ambassador who is

to do,” he said.

Lundquist said students have asked him what it

giving tours on campus every week. When the

is like to be a part of the Hurd and if he knows

tailed seniors or transfer students just wanting

also frequently ask him about many different

to learn different things about the school. Being

able to express my love for USU and my passion
for it to them and just show them the experiences that I’ve had is just exciting.”

how many people fit in the Spectrum. Students

USU traditions. Lundquist’s advice for students
at USU is to really get involved on campus.

“I feel like Utah State’s two biggest strengths

Lundquist is a sophomore in the business proBy Melody Cook
STUDENT LIFE WRITER

Talk to anyone who has lived in Northern Utah

for even a little bit, and they’ll have an opinion.

A heated subject, not to be discussed over

Thanksgiving dinner, is sure to spark a debate
among Utah State University students and Cache

Valley residents alike. Which is superior — Café
Rio or Costa Vida?

As readers scan this article, chances are, they’ve

already thought up an airtight argument for
their Mexican cuisine of choice. For some, their
preference is a matter of taste.

USU student, Kaleis Humpherys, a deaf educa-

tion major, said she prefers Cafe Rio because the
sauce is a little more spicy.

Early childhood education freshman, Maecee

McDonald, said, “I love Costa Vida. It’s addicting.”

For others, the choice is a matter of aesthetics.

“To be honest,” said freshman Kaedon Buch-

miller, regarding Costa Vida, “the little waterfall
is what gets my attention.”

Costa Vida flaunts a laid-back, beachy feel,

complete with surfing and ocean memorabilia,
GRAPHIC BY Emmalee Olsen

gram who has always loved USU.thing I wanted

while Café Rio sports an ambience of a tradition-

see “Ambassadors” PAGE 4

al Mexican eatery, complimented with bright
colors against a rustic background.

Several students who were interviewed admit-

ted they cannot tell the difference between the

two restaurants, but they visit one more than the
other simply out of habit.

“I think they taste exactly the same.” said Jessi-

ca Blanch, a junior biology major.

Undeclared freshman McKenna Haslam agrees.

“It’s like the same food, but I always go to Cos-

ta Vida for some reason,” she said.

Legend has it that Costa Vida and Café Rio

were once one restaurant until a sort of feud

happened and one split away from the other. At
least, that’s the story that has always been told.

Café Rio was founded in 1997 by married cou-

ple Steve and Patricia Stanley from St. George,

Utah, reported the Daily Herald. Their recipes

were inspired by Southern Texas cuisine, includ

ing some recipes that had been handed down
from their grandmother.

Within six years, the chain had expanded in

many states, to as far as Maryland. A few years

later, Costa Vida, previously known as Costa

Azul, made their debut in 2003. Customers

loved the food, and quite literally “ate it up.”

Soon, however similarities between Costa Vida
see “Burritos” PAGE 7

@meganfisher225
Just saw a man traveling down the road on his skis, being pulled by two huskies. What a beautiful world we live in

@kylie_loftus
There’s some yahoo snowshoeing on campus. What a glorious morning.

@brendonbradyy
Even though I only went outside once today, it was to go hot tubing so I’m
counting the day as a W

@omgmonicaa_
I’m just so hurt that we didn’t have a 2nd snow day

STUDENT LIFE
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I took this looking down from a cliff outside of
Charleston, Oregon. The texture and color of the
rocks caught my eye while hearing the waves
crash into the bay.
— Matthew Halton, Statesman Senior Photographer

“Ambassadors” FROM PAGE 3
are the undergraduate research opportunities
and the student life,” he said. “No matter what

‘come to Utah State!’ We don’t ask people to do
that but USU is such a good school that even the
students help out with the tours,” he said.

Lundquist thinks one of the best things about

school you go to, but especially USU, get in-

USU is the Aggie family.

ferent ways to meet new people. It’s just a part

sonable and how it’s like a family was really en-

your degree but you’re here to meet new people

me as a person instead of just a number or they

volved with those things. We have so many difof the college experience. It is one thing to get
and enjoy college as well.”

According to Lundquist, students on campus

really make an impact on the families and students that come to take tours.

“My favorite thing that happens during tours is

“Just seeing how friendly everyone is, how per-

ticing and interesting to me. Utah State knows
just want my money. People here matter.”
— shelbstoor11@aggiemail.usu.edu
@shelbstoor11

By Keith Ariaz
STUDENT LIFE WRITER

people will randomly shout, ‘go Aggies!’ or

known only as the Beast.

“Split” is easily the best film Shyamalan has

It’s hard to imagine that at one point in time,

produced in over 10 years. With a solid cast

rectors in Hollywood. With hits such as “The

returning back to what he’s good at… scaring

anteed box office success.

enough to tell his story without getting carried

saw a decline in his career as each film he re-

Shyamalan is on his way back up, there are still

becoming nothing but a joke. After years of

could have been.

again with 2015’s “The visit” and now with the

in this film that serve more as a distraction to

starting to resurrect from the grave and deliver

on in the film we meet Dr. Karen Fletcher (Betty

After leaving a birthday party, three teenage

serves as a narrator type character that informs

(James McAvoy giving one hell of a perfor-

ter really hurt the film in the sense that she re-

ground lair. Before they have time to process

tails on Kevin’s condition. Every time the movie

M. Night Shyamalan was one of the hottest di-

and great direction it’s nice to see Shyamalan

Sixth Sense” and “Unbreakable,” he was a guar-

us with a plot so simple and a budget just big

After he released “Signs” in 2002, Shyamalan

away. While this movie is definitely a sign that

leased was poorly received and he ended up

flaws that hold it back from being better than it

mishaps, Shyamalan seemed to find his groove

For starters, there is one too many characters

release of “Split,” the old Shyamalan is finally

the story than anything else. For example, early

the kind of films that used to make him great.

Buckley) who we learn is Kevin’s therapist and

girls are abducted by a stranger named Kevin

us of Kevin’s personality condition. Her charac-

mance) who holds them hostage in an under-

ally serves no purpose other than giving us de-

what’s happening to them, the girls quickly dis-

cuts to her, it erases any type of tension the

cover that their kidnapper has 23 different perPHOTO BY Kyle Todecheene

that they are to be delivered to something

sonalities living inside him all who warn them

see “Split” PAGE 7
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Poinsettia Bowl no more

Bowl game folds citing issues with drooping attendance, sponsorships

FILE PHOTO
Utah State celebrates with the Poinsettia Bowl trophy after a win over No. 23 Northern Illinois to cap a 2013-14 season in which the Aggies managed a 9-5 overall record and a spot in the Mountain West title game.
By Taylor Emerson
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

The 12-year run of the San Diego County

Credit Union Poinsettia Bowl has ended,

effectively terminating its partnership with the
Mountain West Conference and its member
schools.

The San Diego Bowl Game Association board

of the directors announced Wednesday that it

will produce only one bowl game for 2017 and
beyond — the Holiday Bowl.

“College football and the bowl game struc-

ture has gone through major changes through
the years and our board feels the time is right
to focus our efforts on one postseason game,”
Mark Neville, the association’s executive

director, said in a statement. “The San Diego
County Credit Union Poinsettia Bowl staged
exciting match-ups for more than a decade

and we were one of the few cities to host two
bowl games.”

The decision, which comes just weeks after

San Diego lost the NFL’s partnership with the

Chargers departure to Los Angeles, is a result

of decreasing interest and attendance, an

With the decision, the Mountain West is now

already bloated postseason schedule of bowls

is down to just six bowl destinations for its 11

Qualcomm Stadium.

Bowl, the Famous Idaho Potato Bowl, the

and uncertainty of the future of the host site,
The Poinsettia Bowl drew an average

attendance of 32,264, throughout its existence. However, the game’s four smallest

crowds were in the past six years. In 2005, the
year of the Poinsettia Bowl’s inception, the

postseason schedule only included 28 other

bowl games, but that number has now grown

the bowl game.”

Thompson also added that he and the

schools — the Lockheed Martin Armed Forces

Mountain West are already in the process of,

Gildan New Mexico Bowl, the NOVA® Home

opportunities for our student-athletes.”

Loans Arizona Bowl, the Las Vegas Bowl and

“vetting future options to ensure postseason
“The city of San Diego and the Poinsettia

the Hawai‘i Bowl. The Mountain West also has

Bowl were outstanding hosts and provided a

Cactus Bowl, in case the Pac-12 or Big-12

tions over 12 seasons,” Thompson said. “The

a secondary position with the Ticket City
conferences are unable to fill it.

“Our league is working on some other

first-class experience for several MW institu-

Poinsettia Bowl is one of six postseason games
the Mountain West has been a part of creating

to 41.

alternatives but as of right now were obviously

football in the bowl industry, it has become

Hartwell, Director of Athletics and Utah State

bowl game back in 2013 after a 7-5 season.

to see if there are some opportunities for other

DeMartino, along with current USU head

“As the changes have developed in college

increasingly difficult to sell tickets and secure

sponsorships,” Neville said. “Doing two games
in San Diego within the span of a week has

become more and more difficult as the years

down one of those automatic slots,” said John
University. “Our conference office is working
bowls with potential tie-ins.”

“We were aware today’s announcement from

have gone by. It made total sense for us to put

the San Diego County Credit Union Poinsettia

for securing sponsorships, for selling tickets,

Commissioner Craig Thompson said in a

all of our energy and efforts (into the Holiday)
for creating the very best bowl experience for
our fans and student-athletes and the bands
and the cheer squads, everybody.”

Bowl was a possibility,” Mountain West

statement. “While we are disappointed by the

decision, the Mountain West is thankful for the
tremendous relationship we’ve enjoyed with

during its 18-year history.”

Utah State had made one appearance in the

Former Aggies Darell Garretson and Joey

coach Matt Wells, prevailed over the Northern
Illinois Huskies, 21-14, in front of 23,408
attendees.

BYU defeated Wyoming, 24-21, last month at

Qualcomm Stadium in the 12th, and now
final, edition of the Poinsettia Bowl.

— emerson.taylor411@gmail.com

Bold NBA predictions for season’s second half
winless in one-possession games, the Wolves
By Daniel Hansen
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

have won three straight. With Zach LaVine,
Shabazz Muhammad and the rest of the sup-

The All-Star game nears, which means the

porting crew continuing to develop under new

the time to really start paying attention is here.

should have just enough to claim their first

NBA season is halfway through, which means

head coach Tom Thibodeau, the Timberwolves

If you want to wait until after the Super Bowl,

playoff spot since 2004.

basketball by doing so. For those of you now

Defensive Player of the Year award

of bold predictions to watch out for over the

but ignoring Leonard’s effect on San Antonio’s

The Minnesota Timberwolves will claim the

Tim Duncan and losing multiple key players to

Okay, maybe this isn’t that bold. After teams

rank third in defensive efficiency. Leonard and

sees a major drop-off to the eighth seed. That

they can even sniff that territory. Yes, Green

4.5 games of each other. Minnesota sits only a

spot in team defensive efficiency, but the pres-

else in the territory screams ‘playoffs’ right

and Kevin Durant aid Green’s cause there.

nus of any team in that tier, and they feature

Phil Jackson will be fired before the end of

fine, just realize you’re missing some prime
tuning into the NBA, however, here’s a roundup

Kawhi Leonard will win a third consecutive
Draymond Green is certainly giving it his all,

second half of the season.

defense this year is impossible. Despite losing

8-seed in the Western Conference

injuries throughout the season, the Spurs still

one through seven, the Western Conference

his sharktopus-level defense is the only reason

group of eight teams is all congregated within

and the Warriors currently maintain the top

few games back for the eighth seed and no one

ence of two elite defenders like Klay Thompson

now. The Timberwolves have the best plus/mi-

Leonard stands largely on his own.

the best one-two punch with Karl-Anthony

the season

Towns and Andrew Wiggins. The defense is
slowly improving and after starting the season

see “Predictions” PAGE 6

AP PHOTO
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Women’s hoops falls to Lobos
By Sean Coghlan
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

In their second matchup against the

University of New Mexico this season, the

Utah State women’s basketball team fell to

the visiting Lobos 68-58. The Lobos also won
the previous game in Albuquerque, 78-67.

“Tonight there was some good I saw, but we

definitely got out-shot,” said head coach
Jerry Finkbeiner. Finkbeiner’s starting

line-up, which is the seventh variation this
season, was constructed entirely on size.

The Aggies felt the 3-ball early, scoring 9 of

their first 13 points from the promised land.
Sophomore guard Rachel Brewster got the
long-distance shooting started with a

3-pointer falling as the shot clock buzzed.
An 0-for-8 stretch from the field spanning
half the quarter hindered Utah State’s

success, but after the first ten minutes of
play, the Aggies led 13-11.

New Mexico put their inside-outside game

on display to start the second quarter. The

Lobos line-up included 6’5” Richelle van der
Keijl drawing fouls and collecting rebounds,

while sharpshooting guard Alex Lapeyrolerie
knocked down a 3-pointer to tie the game.
After the tie, the quarter belonged to

Brewster; she scored five for the Aggies

during a 9-0 run to regain the lead. The

Aggies would go onto lead at the half 30-24,
led by Brewster’s team-high 14 points. Her

four rebounds would be tied with forwards
Antoina Robinson and Dee Moore.

New Mexico came out of the locker room

with a vengeance, using a pair of 3-pointers

PHOTO BY: Samuel Brown
Lizzy Klinker drives toward the hoop Wednesday night against New Mexico. Klinker scored nine points in the 68-58 loss, a career high. The Aggies next take to the road to face Fresno and Nevada.

in an 8-2 stretch to tie the game for the

second time. Their interior playstyle drew

numerous fouls on the Aggies, resulting in
center Deja Mason fouling out half-way

through the 3rd quarter. The Lobos would
outscore the Aggies in a 17-to-3 stretch.
That stretch put the Lobos up 46-33

An and-one converted by forward Hailey

Bassett, Utah State found their rhythm once
more. The Aggies would string points

together, but a last-second 3-pointer by New
Mexico’s Cherise Beynon would give her

team a 49-41 heading into the final 10
minutes.

“It was just that, finally!” Brewster said,

referring to the change in emotion after the

Bassett basket. “Unfortunately, it didn’t work
out as well as we wanted it to.”

The damage had already been done. Both

the Aggies and the Lobos scored 17 in the

final quarter, ending in a 68-58 Aggie loss.
Brewster would lead the Aggies in both

points (22) and rebounds (6). Guard Eliza

West and forward Shannon Dufficy would tie
with five assists.

Sophomore guard Lizzy Klinker had nine

points and played in 20 minutes of the

game, both career highs. Klinker, an unusual
3-point shooter, nailed a 3-pointer with :02
remaining.

uted her heavy minutes to just “listening to
coach.”

The Aggies fall to 9-10 on the season,

including a 2-6 in Mountain West conference
play. They will travel to Fresno, CA to take
on the Fresno State Bulldogs. Tip-off is at
3pm.

“I don’t usually shoot [3-pointers], but it

— sdcoghlan@yahoo.com

just went in,” Klinker said. She also contrib-

2003, giving the award to both Peyton Man-

annis Antetokounmpo, the Bucks should make

frame of mind should extend to Paul Millsap, at

An explanation as to why Jackson will not

in the MVP poll that season. I actually have no

season. The Bulls will hurt the most from that.

Hawks are entering rebuilding mode. Bid ac-

at this point. Suffice it to say that there is only

NBA, but if it is, this is the season for it to hap-

tion. Carmelo Anthony shows no indication of

Draymond Green will kick someone else in

four-game sweeps at the hands of the Cava-

Whether you think his kicks are purposeful or

Boston in the offseason and the Hawks trading

“PREDICTIONS” FROM PAGE 5

ning and Steve McNair. Both received 16 votes

make it through June is probably unnecessary

idea if such an occurrence is possible in the

so much the Knicks can take as an organiza-

pen.

wanting to leave New York and the Knicks, and

the groin

Anthony than to Jackson. One of them has to

accidental, you know someone is going to get it

New York itself have much more attachment to
leave soon. Jackson is the more likely to go.

James Harden and Russell Westbrook will

be co-MVPs

again. Soon.

The Chicago Bulls will miss the playoffs

Right now, the Bulls are in the playoffs. Right

I say this partly because it will be an absolute

now, the Bucks are not in the playoffs. That will

not be MVP. In any other year, either one would

sary to consistently win over the course of the

phy at this point. The NFL had co-MVPs in

The Bucks are expecting Khris Middleton back

travesty that either Harden or Westbrook will

change soon. The Bulls lack the spacing neces-

already have their name engraved on the tro-

season and Jimmy Butler can only do so much.
from injury soon. Combined with MVP-level Gi-

up several games over the second half of the
The Atlanta Hawks will continue their fire-

sale

The past two seasons in Atlanta have ended in

least, and maybe even Kent Bazemore. The
cordingly.

The Golden State-Cleveland trilogy will be

ripped away from us

The Eastern Conference is much better. San

liers. That resulted in Horford signing with

Antonio still lurks. For all the talk of this match-

Jeff Teague to Indiana. The Hawks hold the

Consecutive Finals between the same two

fourth spot in the East currently, but that is
somewhat of a veiling accomplishment. The

Hawks are only seventh in plus/minus in the
conference. An early round exit is all Atlanta
can realistically hope for. Perhaps that is the

reasoning for the Hawks sending Kyle Korver to
Cleveland for a draft pick. Actually, wait, that’s
exactly the reasoning for the Hawks sending

Kyle Korver to Cleveland for a draft pick. That

up being set in stone, it’s far from being so.

teams is rare for a reason. Other teams get bet-

ter and injuries can upset anything. One of

these two teams will run into trouble in the

postseason and will be barely unable to escape
it.

Golden State and Cleveland will meet in the

Finals for the third straight time
Forget that. This is a lock.
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“March” FROM PAGE 1
worse, Hixson said. She insisted to her mother

that they still attend, which only motivated
Hixson further as she saw her daughter’s dedication.

The mother and daughter duo braved the

anthropology and psychology, also attended
the march. Yonk said his mother was the inspi-

ration for his participation. He wanted to march
for women’s equality because he knows the

women in his life would do the same if he were
facing inequality, he said.

Yonk said his mother was a pioneer for wom-

deep snow and slick roads and arrived in Salt

en, serving many years in the Army, participat-

impressed at the organization of the event. At-

enforcement.

Lake City. Immediately, Hixson said, she was
tendees were given a number to text which

ing in college sports and later joining the law
He said he had expected a much smaller turn-

added them to a Google document in which

out due to the weather. When he arrived, how-

who their representatives are and any upcom-

“It was inspiring. You really couldn’t help but

they could input their information and find out
ing issues their local government would be discussing.

This was all in an effort to make sure those

ever, he was amazed at the massive turnout.

get caught up in that spirit of unification,” Yonk
said.

A follow-up event will take place on Monday

issues were not forgotten after Monday, but

at 12:00 p.m. in the Colony Room on the sec-

involved with their local government long after

event will include a panel of USU students and

that participants were empowered to become
the march.

Hixson emphasized how unified the march

felt and how it unfolded peacefully. Although

Hixson commented that President Trump’s staff
had largely ignored the protests, she wanted to

make clear that the march was “purely for
Utah” to bring about change for women.
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ond floor of the Taggart Student Center. The
leaders who attended the marches in Washing-

ton D.C. as well as those who attended sister
marches in Utah.

— melodyj300@gmail.com

@melodyj300worse

PHOTOS BY Sam Brown
A protester looks on as the Park City women’s march progresses, holding a sign that reads “Boo on u TRUMP!” on Saturday, Jan. 21.

Curt Yonk, a senior with a double major in

“Burritos” FROM PAGE 3
and Café Rio became glaringly obvious. Accord-

PHOTOS BY Sam Brown
Protesters gathered along Main Street in Park City to demonstrate on behalf of women’s rights in response to Donald Trump’s inauguration as the 45th president of the United States on Saturday, Jan. 21.

ing to restaurant review website Fast Food Menu

“Split” FROM PAGE 4

mistakenly calling customer service to comment

more of a drag than anything. The film would

In 2001, Kenny Prestwich, general manager of

acter never existed and we learned about Kev-

minated. Upon termination, he signed a confi-

napped girls as they try and find a way out. In

disclose the restaurant’s trade secrets. After its

pretty early on without the help of Dr. Fletcher,

ment with competitor, Costa Vida. Allegedly,

fine without her.

ods and began putting them into practice.

one of the girl’s father and uncle who appear in

plaint against Costa Vida, claiming that they had

problem the film has. The flashbacks, much like

ambience, right down to the style of their fre-

and take away from the dread the film is trying

settled outside of court for an undisclosed

ing the father and uncle, they simply take up

comment. Costa Vida was also contacted, but

know the girls better, we’re forced to interact

In short, both restaurants offer similar food

point. Out of the three girls, we only get to

may never come to an agreement about which

are simple side characters, which is a disap-

can study, sleep and eat burritos.

Fletcher, the father and uncle then we could

Prices, consumers confused the two chains, even

movie has built up and her scenes feel like

about the opposite restaurant.

have been a lot better (and scarier) if her char-

the Café Rio Fort Union, Utah location, was ter-

in’s condition through the eyes of the kid-

dentiality agreement, stating that he would not

fact, the girls figure out what’s wrong with him

founding in 2003, Prestwich took up employ-

so I feel like the film would have worked just

Prestwich divulged Café Rio’s recipes and meth-

Also thrown into the mix are the characters of

Soon, Café Rio took action. They filed a com-

flashback sequences which is also another

copied not only their recipes, but their décor and

Dr. Fletcher’s scenes, are more of a distraction

quent-diner cards. Eventually, the matter was

to build. By having these scenes and introduc-

amount. Café Rio’s corporate office declined to

too much screen time and instead of getting to

did not reply.

with these side characters who have no real

with differing ambiences. Students at Utah State

know one of them really well and the other two

restaurant is better and why, but for now, they

pointment. If we didn’t have to deal with Dr.

— melodyj300@gmail.com

have gotten to spend time with the other girls

as well and care more about what happens to

them when something goes wrong.

As Kevin though, we see him in a whole new

flashbacks the movie has, the story itself is a lot

ferent personalities and we never feel like we’re

Looking over the unnecessary characters and

of fun to watch and really interesting. It’s easily

Shyamalan’s most original idea since perhaps
“Unbreakable.” It also does a great job at creat-

ing suspense and there were definitely a few

moments, especially towards the end, that had
me gripping my seat just a little too tight for
comfort and there are fantastically creepy im-

ages to be held in the film’s thrilling climax. It’s

really nice to see Shyamalan taking risks again
and trying to bring something original to our
screens. He may still have some kinks to work
out but I really appreciate the effort and hope

he keeps producing movies more like this rath-

er than Nickelodeon cartoons or sci-fi action

light as he takes on the role of a number of dif-

just watching the same character. When he

changes personalities, we can see it as he acts

completely different with each character with

his real standout being the portrayal of Hed-

wig, a nine year old boy who develops a liking

for the girls. Throughout the entire movie he

manages to keep a certain creep factor going on

but when the film hits its climax he really turns

into something terrifying that sent a few chills

down my neck. With the way he moves his

body and the number of facial expressions he

gives, it’s easily the best performance we’ve
ever seen in a Shyamalan film.

“Split” is not a perfect movie. It’s a little too

flicks.

long for its own good and suffers from some of

always seems to be my favorite part of a film, is

learned from. Like I’ve been stating though, it’s

The best thing about this movie though, which

the performance delivered by McAvoy. Sure,
the three girls do just fine in the roles they are

given with a shout out to Anya Taylor-Joy who
is continuing to show us she’s going to be one

Shyamalan’s old mistakes that he still hasn’t

still a good step in the right direction for Shya-

malan’s career and once again has me excited
for what he’s going to do next.

The bottom line: “Split” is Shyamalan’s most

of the talented young actresses in Hollywood

original, creative and best film in over a decade

of his performance. I can’t remember the last

your body and reaching for your ears at just the

one day, but next to McAvoy they all fall short

time I was this impressed with his work. I don’t

think he’s a bad actor by any means, but his
performances never really wowed me before.

and will definitely send some shivers through
right moment.

— keithariaz1@gmail.com
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OPINION

What We Should
Actually Protest
The problem is bigger than Trump
Let me begin this article with some disclaim-

Trump is immoral and crude. However, some-

ond, I’m politically unaffiliated because I dis-

are a part of the same society that Donald

ers. First, I did not vote for Donald Trump. Secagree with partisan voting. Last of all, I am also
an unequivocal supporter of the First Amend-

not fix the problem, because those protesting

Trump came from and thrives in.

through their choice in media, a culture of ob-

Donald Trump has objectified women, but half

ment. By no means do I try to destroy the right

the country does that on a regular basis. In

dom in our nation and a God inspired freedom

were watched on a single website. Everyday, 68

to peacefully protest, as it is an essential freeto bring about social and civil change. However, in light of recent protests regarding Presi-

dent Trump—ranging from Election Night to

Inauguration Day, and the Women’s March—
my mind has been slightly troubled regarding
the motives of those protests.

The more part of the opposition that Trump

has experienced has been due to several comments he has made— some blown out of proportion; some true. The website, trumpinone-

2015, over 4.3 billion hours of pornography

million people search for pornography. This is
not a problem that is restricted to any one par-

ty, race or gender for that matter. Moreover,

one does not have to go searching in the dark
reaches of the internet to find or support the

objectification of women. The culture of media

non-acceptance,

close-minded-

ness, violence and immorality. A culture that is

channels where we laugh at people as they en-

ity. Millions of people subscribe to Youtube
gage in “Locker Room Talk” making jokes about

genitals and demoralizes women. Truth is, we

words. All letters may be shortened,
or rejected for reasons of good taste,
redundancy or volume of similar letters.

deep down, a lot of people today don’t care

about morals. They’re mad because their horse
lost the race! They target the winning horse’s

character to justify why they’re trashing the
racetrack.

Even if Donald Trump changes some policies

won’t really matter. Somewhere down the line,

Songs and movies, with the performers we

Letters should be limited to 400

dangerous, arrogant and deplorable. Because

Trump has been accused of doing.

lence and every immoral action that President

him. Some selections from the site include: Ar-

lant, Deplorable, Pendejo, War-Mongering,

jectification,

to appease the parts of America that didn’t vote

know and love, are intertwined with promiscu-

rogant, Dangerous, Racist, Misogynistic, Petu-

will go home and embrace and invest in,

is one which glorifies sex, infidelity, drugs, vio-

word.com has begun a conglomeration that
people can say in one word how they feel about

The truth is that protesting Donald Trump will

thing they fail to realize is that they revere and

Letters to the editor

for him, even if he doesn’t get re-elected—It

Letters must be topic-oriented. They
may not be directed toward any individuals. Any letter directed to a specific individual may be edited or not
printed.

someone else just as bad, if not worse, will be-

come our President. President’s don’t come

from some distant land, they’re from the same
society as us. They’re the cream of our crop,
and this crop is rotten.

To quote the poet J.ournal, the inspiration for

No anonymous letters will be pub-

as a society contribute to and even idolize the

this article, “You reap what you sow.”

having.

mand it every four years. The demand for high

and include a phone number or email

Now it is within my opinion that many of

race or party either. While on a religious mis-

Without a conscious self-process of upholding

tification number (none of which is

not here to defend Trump’s character, as that

ent people of several ethnic groups perform

Demagogue, Homophobic and Satan. Addition-

al ways that Trump has been described to me is
that he is an Isolationist, Close minded, “hates
brown people” and Anti-American.

these descriptors are hyperbolic; however, I’m
should be his conquest. Nor do I wish to protect

and explain any policies or promises of the

Trump administration. I’m writing this because
I find the entirety of the Trump protests ironic
and quite frankly hypocritical.

Many of protesters are recently self-pro-

claimed protectors of the democratic process,
de-objectification of women, uniting of all rac-

es and creeds, etc. They are backed and fueled

by the self satisfaction that their voice is being
heard and Hollywood celebrities that are in the
same mind set of them.

It’s not as though the protests are unreason-

able. The people, the protests have reasonable

complaint in that they believe that Donald

culture of immorality that Trump is accused of
Racism in our nation is not exclusive to one

sion in Baltimore, Maryland, I witnessed differ-

racist acts and express hate towards others. It
led me to the opinion that we don’t have so

If people want change, they cannot simply de-

standards of morality begins within oneself.
and improving one’s character and actions, one
has no room to protest the similar acts and suc-

personally. I’ve met African Americans who ex-

for individuals and the media, and by conse-

White supremacists who legitimately wanted to
kill anyone who weren’t like them. Indians who

thought Koreans were the worst thing that has
happened to our nation. People are taught to
hate beyond race; people are taught, through

media and in their environments, to loathe and

morally. We need to cultivate higher standards
quence that will produce a more honorable political sphere.

— Dillan Passmore is a sophomore at USU

studying journalism. He enjoys Cholula and all
delicious food. He thinks Baltimore is the best.

make fun of religious ideals, political affilia-

them while they cry. And yes, men do cry too —

one will take you seriously unless you act that

a partner in their lives, but it is nice to have one

men cry, get over it.

According to much of society, strong indepen-

reasons, either — though those are nice too. I’m

around who loves you isn’t because of all the

you through the little and big things alike. We all

are wanted.

way.

dent women don’t wait around for a hero to
come save us, we are Meg from “Hercules”;

damsels in distress that have this under control.
We expect people to come to us for their prob-

lems, but we don’t go to them because ofcourse
we don’t have any problems. We can handle anything and everything that life throws at us with-

The truth is, at the end of the day no one needs

around. I’m not just talking about for physical
talking about having someone around to help
have bad days, and some are scarier than others.

this is the 21st century; women wear pants and
The reason that it is so nice to have someone

a comfortable one. Not needing to rely on any-

right to not print every letter to the
editor. But all letters will be published
online.

statesman@aggiemail.usu.edu, or

It’s nice to have someone bring you dinner at

from accounting (you know what you did, Janare being crazy or hold you when you start cry-

The need to be wanted, even if it is just by one

admit that you are vulnerable in this way is terWe all need someone. A boyfriend, a girlfriend,

ing for no apparent reason — something I do so

a dog, a husband, a wife or even just a best

count myself as mentally stable, but then again

found that person here yet, as long as you let

often I’m beginning to worry that I can no longer
who is anymore?

But you can’t just expect them to do all of that

one else is nice because it means you can never

not a bad thing. Everyone needs to be a little

to them rant about something you honestly

independent or else nothing would ever get

The Statesman editors reserve the

mailed to The Statesman the TSC,

for you without out you returning the favor.

be disappointed by another person, and that’s

exceptions.

pendence can match.

rifying but to deny it is completely illogical.

pendent, powerful woman is, for the most part,

submitting successive letters -- no

a burden is nice.

of confidence that no amount of power or inde-

ice). They won’t be afraid to tell you when you

out there and crush it.” Yes, the life of an inde-

Writers must wait 21 days before

ply because you are the person gives you a kind

through those days without making you feel like

else’s mistakes.

ourselves “Girl you’re looking fine. Now let’s get

tion information.

Having someone around to push and pull you

person, is a vulnerability that everyone has. To

ing, give our reflection that impish grin, and tell

stated, with all necessary identifica-

To know that you are wanted by someone sim-

work or listen to you as you rant about Janice

We all look at ourselves in the mirror in morn-

have a singular representative clearly

benefits. It’s because their actions prove to you

out anyone’s help. After all, it’s easier to do that
than to risk having to go back and fix someone

more than one individual — must

ideas.

done.

woman has become such a popular trend that no

Letters representing groups — or

@dirtyghettopass

tions, and those who are sympathetic to those

I don’t need no man,
but it would be nice
In today’s world being a strong, independent

published).

Perhaps the Trump presidency is a rude awak-

ing for the United States to get a hold of itself

press hate towards Hispanics and Whites.

address, as well as a student iden-

cess of another.

much of racism problem as we have a hate

problem, which each individual must overcome

lished. Writers must sign all letters

You have to bring dinner to them too and listen

couldn’t care less about. You even have to hold

friend, we all need someone. Even if you haven’t

yourself be even a little vulnerable, they will find
you.

— Shanie Howard is tragically single.
@HowardShanie

Letters can be hand-delivered or
Room 311,or can be emailed to
click www.utahstatesman.com for
more letter guidlines and a box to
submit letters.
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THE BOARD
Thomas Sorenson

CLASSIFIED ADS
Automotive
DONATE YOUR CAR, TRUCK OR BOAT TO
HERITAGE FOR THE BLIND. Free 3 Day
Vacation, Tax Deductible, Free Towing, All
Paperwork Taken Care Of. CALL 1-800360-4120.
Got an older car, boat or RV? Do the
humane thing. Donate it to the Humane
Society. Call 1- 800-849-1593.
Stop paying for EXPENSIVE AUTO REPAIRS! Get discounted warranty coverage
from the wholesale source, and don’t pay for
expensive covered repairs! Start saving now!
844-220-8450
Health & Nutrition
Got Knee Pain? Back Pain? Shoulder Pain?
Get a pain-relieving brace at little or NO cost
to you. Medicare Patients Call Health Hotline
Now! 1- 800-914-8849
Lung Cancer? 60 or Older? If So, You and
Your Family may Be Entitled To A Significant
Cash Award. Call 800-778-4167 To Learn
More. No Risk, No Money Out of Pocket
Help Wanted
Drive with Uber. You’ll need a Smartphone.
It’s fun and easy. For more information, call:
1-800-939-8254
Miscellaneous
Spectrum Triple Play TV, Internet & Voice
for $29.99 ea. 60 MB per second speed No
contract or commitment. We buy your existing
contract up to $500! 1-800-608-3361
Safe Step Walk-In Tub Alert for Seniors.
Bathroom falls can be fatal. Approved by Arthritis Foundation. Therapeutic Jets. Less Than
4 Inch Step-In. Wide Door. Anti-Slip Floors.
American Made. Installation Included. Call
800-682-1403 for $750 Off.
Life Alert. 24/7. One press of a button sends
help FAST! Medical, Fire, Burglar. Even if
you can?t reach a phone! FREE Brochure.
CALL 800-831-5787
DISH TV - BEST DEAL EVER! Only
$39.99/mo. Plus $14.99/mo Internet (where
avail.) FREE Streaming. FREE Install (up to
6 rooms.) FREE HD-DVR. Call 1-800-6111081
ENJOY 100% guaranteed, delivered tothe-door Omaha Steaks! SAVE 77% PLUS
get 4 FREE Omaha Steaks Burgers Order

managing editor

Theodore Butts
Emmalee Olsen

Alyssa Roberts
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The Family Gourmet Buffet - ONLY $49.99.
1-800-314-2312 mention offer elegant24 or
www.OmahaSteaks.com/44240MSK
Funerals can be very expensive. Can your loved
ones afford it? Protect them with Final Expense Insurance. Call today to learn more:
855-385-4442
Exede satellite internet. Affordable, high
speed broadband satellite internet anywhere in
the U.S. Order now and save $100. Plans start
at $39.99/month. Call 1-855-520-5300
Need a Local PLUMBER?... Call A Pro! Call
1-866-651-4208 and speak to a local plumber
you can trust. Local plumbers standing by?Call now! 1-866-651-4208.
Need a Local EXTERMINATOR?...Call A
Pro! Call 1-877-602-1353 to get rid of all
pests! Termites, ants, bees, roaches, rodents ?
We can help! Call Now! 1-877-602-1353.
Do you have FLOOD or WATER DAMAGE?...Call A Pro! Call 1- 844-890-1438
and speak to a local water damage specialist.
Fast Emergency Service ? Call Now! 1- 844890-1438
Stop paying for EXPENSIVE AUTO REPAIRS! Get discounted warranty coverage
from the wholesale source, and don’t pay for
expensive covered repairs! Start saving now!
844-220-8450
ATTENTION SMOKERS: Stop smoking
with TBX-FREE! Clinically proven. More effective than patch or gum! Fast acting ? No
Side Effects. 88% success rate! Just $1.67 per
day with 1 month supply. CALL 1-855-6108785
RANCH CARETAKER POSITION
Seeking a qualified couple/team/other to
serve as Deer Springs Ranch Caretaker on a
full-time basis. Contact Mariah at dsroa@
deerspringsranch.org for application. Salary
dependent upon experience.
SAVE YOUR HOME! Are you behind paying your MORTGAGE? Denied a Loan
Modification? Is the bank threatening foreclosure? CALL Homeowner’s Relief Line now
for Help. 844-674-0560
Personals
Meet singles right now! No paid operators,
just real people like you. Browse greetings,
exchange messages and connect live. Try it
free. Call now: 800-359-2796.
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CALENDAR | JANUARY 26-29
A
AD
DD
D Y O UR EVENT AT U S U S TAT E S M A N . C O M / E V E N T S

THURSDAY, JANUARY 26
Parenting the Love and Log- Fathering with Love and
ic Way
Logic

Julius Caesar — Logan Teen Thursday — Live-acYouth Shakespeare
tion Battleship

Milton P. Miller Building

Cache Valley Center for the Arts

North Point Family Therapy

Free, 6 p.m.

$3-$6, 7 p.m.

Free, 6:30 p.m.

North Logan City Library
Free, 7 p.m.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 27
Preschool Music Time
Brigham City Fine Arts Center
Donations accepted, 9 a.m.

Hardware Ranch
Sleigh Rides
Hardware Ranch
$3-$5, 10 a.m.

WMA Julius Caesar — Logan Peter and the Starcatcher:
Youth Shakespeare
The Neverland You Never
Knew
Cache Valley Center for the Arts
$3-$6, 7 p.m.

Heritage Theatre

$10-$12, 7:30 p.m.

SATURDAY, JANUARY 28
Chase the Sun Running and
USU Men’s Basketball
Bear Lake Monster Winter- Walking Challenge
fest
Dee Glen Smith Spectrum
Logan

Bear Lake State Park

Free-$40, 7 a.m.

6 a.m.

SUNDAY, JANUARY 29
Hardware Ranch
Sleigh Rides
Hardware Ranch
$3-$5, 10 a.m.

WMA

$7-$40, 7 p.m.

Jason Hardink
USU Performance Hall, USU Campus
Free, 7:30 p.m.

